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1 INTRODUCTION
On August 12, 2013, Elon Musk released a white paper on the Hyperloop, his concept of high-speed
ground transport. In order to accelerate the development of a functional prototype and to encourage
student innovation, SpaceX announced a Hyperloop Pod Competition in 2015 to design and build a halfscale Hyperloop Pod. For this competition, student teams from around the country and world came
together for a Design Weekend in January 2016 to share their Pod designs. Top teams selected at Design
Weekend advanced to the build phase and spent 2016 turning their designs into working Pods. These
teams are currently preparing to take part in Competition Weekend on January 27–29, 2017, where they
will race their Pods on a Hyperloop test track adjacent to SpaceX’s Hawthorne, California, headquarters.
Based on the high-quality submissions and overwhelming enthusiasm surrounding the Hyperloop Pod
Competition, SpaceX is moving forward with a second installment of the Competition: Hyperloop Pod
Competition II.
This document outlines the competition logistics and rules. Competition Weekend II is open to new
student teams interested in competing on the test track as well as to the existing student teams who have
already built and tested Pods to further refine their designs. There will be some updates to the
competition rules and track specifications for Competition Weekend II as outlined in this document.
Competition Weekend II will be judged solely on one criteria: maximum speed with successful
deceleration (i.e. without crashing). This is different from Competition Weekend I, which featured
multiple judging criteria. In addition, unlike first Competition Weekend, there will not be separate Pod
classes (e.g. wheeled vehicles, micro-Pods, etc.); all Pods shall be judged in a single class with the single
aforementioned maximum speed criterion.
For an updated competition schedule, visit Spacex.com/Hyperloop.
Note: This competition is a SpaceX event. SpaceX has no affiliation with any Hyperloop companies,
including, but not limited to, those frequently referenced by the media.
Any questions or comments should be submitted to Hyperloop@spacex.com.
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2 GENERAL INFORMATION
1.

Any student team is welcome to enter the competition. Unlike Competition Weekend I, only
student teams will be eligible to participate in Competition Weekend II. To determine eligibility:
o A student team is one that is composed solely of enrolled undergraduate and graduate
students. Teams can consist of students from multiple schools. We will also accept
exceptional high school entrants on a case-by-case basis.
o The team structure is flexible, with no minimum number of team members and no
maximum number (within reason).
o Each team must have a Faculty Advisor. However, Faculty Advisors should not design the
vehicle, nor should they fabricate or assemble more than a minority of the components.
Advisors also may not directly participate in creating any documentation or presentation.
o If there is any question about eligibility, please email Hyperloop@spacex.com.
2. Returning Teams. Teams who have already built a Pod for Competition Weekend I are eligible to
compete again in Competition Weekend II provided they meet the student team eligibility described
above. Returning teams may either build a new Pod or make tangible and clear modifications to
their Pod used for Competition Weekend I. Note that the intent of this rule is so that teams do not
race the exact same Pod at both competitions.
3. Competition Weekend. Selected Pods will compete at the test track during Competition Weekend II.
o At SpaceX’s discretion, Pod teams may be allowed to test their Pods on the test track before
Competition Weekend.
o SpaceX, at its sole discretion, may allow or disallow entrants from accessing the test track.
o No human or animal shall ride in any Pod or other transportation device used within the test
track during this competition or during any pre-competition access.
4. SpaceX encourages teams that are not selected for Competition Weekend II to still move forward
and build Pods. SpaceX, with best effort, will work with teams to allow them to use the test track at
a separate time.
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3 SCHEDULE
The contest schedule can be seen below. Events in bold indicate a deliverable from the contestants.

Due Date

Name

8/31/2016

Hyperloop Pod Competition II Announced (this document)

9/30/2016

Intent to Compete Form Due

Fall 2016

Preliminary Design Briefing and Competitor Entry Agreement Due

Fall 2016

SpaceX announces teams that have advanced

Winter 2017

Final Design Package Due

Winter 2017

Final Design Presentations via Skype

1/27–29/2017

SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition Weekend I

Spring 2017

SpaceX announces teams that have advanced

Spring 2017

Safety Briefing Due

Summer 2017

SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition Weekend II

There will likely be Testing Weekends at the test track in spring 2017 for teams to test before the
competition itself; these dates will be announced in 2017.

4 INTENT TO COMPETE
The Intent to Compete form must be filled out online at: Spacex.com/Hyperloop/Submissions. The form
must be completed in full by 5pm Pacific on September 30, 2016.
The form requires information on your team captain, faculty advisor, and university, along with a pdf file
of a signed letter from the University Engineering Dean, Assistant Dean, or equivalent in support of the
contestants entering this competition.
After the submission of their Intent to Compete form, registered teams will receive a Competitor Entry
Agreement form as well as the SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition II Test Track Specification, which
provides more specific technical specifications for the Hyperloop test track pertinent to Competition
Weekend II.
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5 PRELIMINARY DESIGN BRIEFING
All teams will be asked to submit a Preliminary Design Briefing document in mid fall 2016 consisting of a
PowerPoint slide deck (in PDF format) of no more than 30 slides, along with a signed Competitor Entry
Agreement. Exact deadlines and submission instructions will be provided to registered teams.
The Preliminary Design Briefing will include:
1. Description of team and updated list of all associated team members and advisors
2. Top-level design description for Pod. Teams are allowed to revise their design in subsequent
submissions, so consider the Preliminary Design Briefing to be a “best initial guess.” At a
minimum, this should include, where applicable:
a. Estimated Pod dimensions
b. Estimated Pod mass by subsystem
c. Estimated Pod power consumption by subsystem
d. Pod navigation mechanism
e. Pod levitation mechanism (if any)
f. Pod propulsion mechanism (if any)
g. Pod braking mechanism
h. Pod stability mechanisms (e.g. attitude and lateral motion)
3. List and description of any stored energy on the Pod (e.g. pressure vessels, batteries)
4. List of hazardous materials, if any
5. Top-level description of safety features, including any hardware and software inhibits on braking
during the acceleration phase
The purpose of this briefing is for SpaceX to “sanity check” the design and ensure the entrant is heading
in a viable direction. Following the submission, there may be a down-select decision in order to properly
manage the number of entrants.
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6 FINAL DESIGN PACKAGE
All entrants who have successfully advanced past the Preliminary Design Briefing phase will be asked to
submit a Final Design Package.
The Final Design Package must consist of:
1. Description of team and updated list of all associated team members and advisors
2. Design description for Pod. At a minimum, this should include:
a. Pod top-level design summary
b. Pod dimensions
c. Pod mass by subsystem
d. Pod payload capability
e. Pod materials
f. Pod power source and consumption
g. Pod navigation mechanism
h. Pod levitation mechanism (if any)
i. Pod propulsion mechanism (if any)
j. Pod braking mechanism
k. Pod stability mechanisms (e.g. attitude and lateral motion)
l. Pod aerodynamic coefficients
m. Pod magnetic parameters (if applicable)
3. Predicted Pod thermal profile
4. Predicted Pod trajectory (speed versus distance)
5. Predicted vibration environments
6. Pod structural design cases: at a minimum, this shall include initial acceleration, nominal
deceleration, and a reasonably foreseeable off-nominal crash
7. Pod production schedule
8. Pod cost breakdown
9. Sensor list and location map
10. Comments on scalability to an operational Hyperloop with respect to:
a. System size (increased tube length, tube diameter, and Pod size)
b. Cost (both production and maintenance)
c. Estimated Pod mass and cost if built full-scale
d. Maintenance (e.g. not requiring specialized alignment tools, hot-swappable subsystems)
11. Loading and unloading plan
a. Full descriptions of all functional tests (see Sections 10 and 12)
b. Full description of Ready-to-Launch checklist/state (e.g. Loop Computer in “Launch
Mode” and sending telemetry, Pod hovering at 0.25 inches).
c. Full description of Ready-to-Remove checklist/state (e.g. Wheels locked, Power Off).
d. Description of how Pod is moved from Staging Area to Hyperloop
e. Description of how Pod is moved from Hyperloop to Exit Area
12. List and description of any stored energy on the Pod (i.e. pressure vessels, batteries).
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13. List of any hazardous materials, if any
14. Description of safety features including:
f. Hardware and software inhibits on braking during the acceleration phase
g. Mechanisms to mitigate a complete loss of Pod power
h. Pod robustness to a tube breach resulting in rapid pressurization
i. Fault tolerance of braking, levitation, and other subsystems
j. Single point of failures within the Pod
k. Recovery plan if Pod becomes immovable within tube
l. Implementation of the Pod-Stop command
15. Component and system test program before the Pod arrives for Competition Weekend II
16. Vacuum Compatibility Analysis
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7 FINAL DESIGN PRESENTATIONS
Based on the Final Design Packages, SpaceX will select certain teams to present their designs, via video
conference, to a SpaceX judging panel. These presentations will be no more than 30 minutes, with a 15
minute Q&A session, and will take place in winter 2017. Following this, SpaceX will notify teams who are
advancing to the build phase for Competition Weekend II.
Because it is possible that certain presenting teams are also taking part in Competition Weekend I and will
be preparing simultaneously for that event, the presentation schedules will be kept flexible. There should
be minimal additional work associated with the presentations – it is assumed that the Final Design
Packages will be the basis for the presentation content.
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8 SAFETY PACKAGE
Before attending Competition Weekend II, competitors must submit a complete Safety Package, including
the information below at minimum. Most of the information can be extracted from the previous
submissions.
1. General:
a. Physical Pod configuration: pictures, drawings, mass, materials, and dimensions
b. Acceleration
i. Method(s) for acceleration
ii. Maximum speed at which your Pod can maintain control
iii. Maximum acceleration at which your Pod can maintain control
c. Deceleration
i. Criteria for Pod to initiate braking at the end of the run
ii. Mechanisms for ensuring your Pod doesn’t brake during the acceleration period
2. Magnets:
a. Provide strength of magnetic field at max power
b. Provide a plot of magnetic fields / fringe lines for the entire vehicle when active.
3. Pressurized systems:
a. Provide Tank specifications and safety ratings, include MAWP, MEOP and BURST
b. Provide proof that your vessel has been "proof tested" – this could be a video or photos
that show the test and pressure gages
c. Provide a plan for transport of your components and how you will verify no overloads
during transport (i.e. accelerometers, temperature sensors)
d. Provide Fluid schematics, Parts and Identifications list
e. Provide proof that all components have been torqued to the appropriate value and
include in your procedures how this will be verified once onsite
f. Provide a Quantity Distance Calculation and TNT equivalence to determine clear zone
required. This is very important and SpaceX can assist you in the calculation.
4. Power systems:
a. Provide a power and grounding schematic showing voltages present and ground tie
methods between chassis and power return
b. Provide details on harnessing and electronics mounting and prove they are robust to
vibration
c. Provide estimate of total energy stored in batteries, and battery data sheets showing
battery chemistry type and technical specifications
d. Provide data/rationale for how batteries and power electronics will operate at vacuum
pressures
e. Provide battery fire procedure
5. For control systems:
a. Provide an electrical block diagram for all components, showing all connectors and how
any ground equipment interfaces to your Pod.
b. Provide a software state machine diagram, showing how the Pod will behavior under all
conditions, and how transitions between these states occur. This will be reviewed for
safety and then:
i. Demonstrate every transition and behavior in each state before the run, ideally
without changing software
6. Procedures: Procedures should be provided for all aspects of testing including:
a. Pod Loading and Unloading (higher fidelity than the Final Design Package submission)
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b. Pod Intra-SpaceX transport
c. Pod Setup
d. Pod Testing (for every test case you plan to run)
e. Contingency (e.g. recovery in case of a failure)
7. Equipment:
a. Provide a list of equipment you will be bringing on site
b. Provide a list of hazardous materials will you be bringing on site and note if disposal will
be required
c. Provide a list of any other stored energy or safety-critical components which have not
been mentioned earlier
8. Team Member List: names and citizenship of all Team Members who will physically be attending
9. Rules of Conduct and Non-Disclosure Agreement: each Team Member who is physically
attending should submit a signed version of this agreement, which will be provided to you in
2017
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9 POD REQUIREMENTS
The Pod requirements for Competition Weekend II are intentionally broad in order to encourage diversity
of design. Email any questions to Hyperloop@spacex.com.
1. Mass: Less than 5,500 lbm (2,500 kg)
2. Dimensions: Pods shall fit within the cross-section provided within the SpaceX Hyperloop Test
Track Specification. Pod maximum length is 24 feet.
3. Service Propulsion System: The Pod shall be moveable at low speeds when not in operation, which
may be accomplished by physically pushing it (wheels), physically lifting it (even with a dolly), or
remotely controlling it.
4. Operational Propulsion System and Interface: See Test Track Specification for detail. If the Pod
chooses to utilize the interface, the Pod will remain attached to the Operational Propulsion
Interface during the entire acceleration phase.
5. Braking system: Each Pod must be able to reduce to zero speed in a controlled fashion (i.e. brake).
Braking can be done in any reasonable manner, including, but not limited to, brake tabs, wheels,
system drag, or onboard propulsion. Braking system actuation must be demonstrated, if feasible,
in one of the pre-launch Functional Tests (see Section 10). The braking system, where feasible,
shall be at least 1-fault tolerant.
6. Communications: Ability to send and receive data and commands (through a GUI created by the
entrants) must be demonstrated during Functional Tests. See Test Track Specification for technical
details on the provided WiFi system.
7. Telemetry: At a minimum, the telemetry stream must include the following data (at a minimum
speed of 1 hz):
a. Position within tube (X, Y, and Z)
b. Velocity within tube (X, Y, and Z)
c. Acceleration within tube (X, Y, and Z)
d. Vehicle attitude (roll, pitch, and yaw)
e. Pod pressure (only applicable if Pod has any pressurized sections)
f. Temperature from at least two points on the Pod
g. Power consumption
8. Pod-Stop Command: Through a remote command, Pods must be able to be commanded to stop
safely. The physical mechanism for stopping can, but does not have to be, the same as the Pod’s
standard braking mechanism.
9. Dummy Passenger: The Pod shall accommodate at least 1 life-sized dummy. The dummy does not
have to be given a life support system nor a livable pressure, but should be physically in the Pod
in a reasonable orientation for the duration of the test. The dimensions of the dummy are up to
the entrants, who should be prepared to explain their choice of size.
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10 POD LOADING
The conceptual Pod loading sequence for Competition Weekend II is as follows. Please note that, since
every Pod will have unique features, all teams are required to submit a Pod loading and unloading plan as
part of their Final Design Package:
1. Before loading, the Team Captain will give a Safety and Logistics briefing to the Hyperloop Test
Director (a SpaceX or Tesla employee), which includes a description of their Pod Design, Podhandling safety, and the loading/unloading process. The Hyperloop Test Director will also lead a
safety and technical inspection of the physical Pod. The loading cannot proceed until the
Hyperloop Test Director approves.
2. Pod will be transported via road to the Hyperloop Staging Area. Pods will be lifted, via a SpaceXprovided crane if necessary, onto the Staging Area, an open-air flat surface 20 feet in length.
3. On the Staging Area platform, Pods will perform Functional Test A, which will include a
demonstration of power-up.
4. When Functional Test A is complete, Gate 1 will open and the Pod will be moved into the
Hyperloop using the Pod’s Service Propulsion System.
5. In the Hyperloop, the Pod will be physically connected to the Mechanical Propulsion Interface (if
applicable) and to the Hyperloop Power Umbilical (if applicable). Once connected, Functional Test
B will be performed, which may include vehicle hovering.
6. Gate 1 will then be closed and Functional Test C will be performed. This includes the
demonstration of a continuous communications link.
7. The Hyperloop will be depressurized to operating pressure.
8. The Hyperloop Power Umbilical shall be removed (if applicable).
9. At operating pressure, Functional Test D will be performed. Functional Test D must occur while
the Pod is on internal power.
Functional Diagram of the Test Track (VP refers to Vacuum Pumps)

Summary of Conceptual Pre-Launch Functional Tests
Test ID Location
Suggested
Duration (min)
A
Staging Area
5
B
Hyperloop (Gate 1 open)
5
C
Hyperloop (Gate 1 closed)
2
D
Hyperloop (vacuum)
5

Suggested Items
Power-on, 2-way communications
Levitation
Communications
Levitation, Internal Power
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11 POD LAUNCH
The conceptual Pod launch sequence for Competition Weekend II is as follows. Please note that, since
every Pod will have unique features, variations are expected.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Once the Pod has passed Functional Test D, it is ready to Launch.
The Pod will go through its Pre-Launch procedures, which places it in “Ready-to-Launch” mode.
The entrant will then signal the Hyperloop Test Director that it is Ready-to-Launch.
The Hyperloop Test Director will activate the Operational Propulsion System.
a. If the Pod is not using the Operational Propulsion System, Step 4 will be skipped.
5. Launch!
6. Upon launch, the Pod will undergo three phases of “flight”:
a. Acceleration Phase: The Pod is accelerated through its mechanical interface to the
Operational Propulsion Interface (if applicable). Once the Pod has been accelerated to
speed, the Operational Propulsion Interface will stop, freeing the Pod.
b. Coast Phase: The Pod coasts down the main Hyperloop section.
c. Deceleration Phase: The Pod brakes itself, coming to rest within 50 feet from Gate 2 at
the far end of the Hyperloop.

12 POD UNLOADING
The conceptual Pod unloading sequence for Competition Weekend II is as follows. Please note that, since
every Pod will have unique features, all teams are required to submit a Pod loading and unloading plan as
part of their Final Design Package:
1. The Pod is responsible for reaching the far end of the Hyperloop, defined as “within 50 feet from
Gate 2.”
2. The Hyperloop will then be pressurized.
3. Once at pressure, the Pod will perform a Functional Test E in order to verify that it is safe to open
Gate 2. If the Pod requires manual movement from the Hyperloop to Exit Area, the test must also
verify that the Pod is safe to approach.
4. When the Hyperloop Test Director deems the operation as safe, Gate 2 will be opened.
5. The Pod will then be moved onto the Exit Area, an open-air flat surface 20 feet in length.
6. The Pod will be placed into a safe powered-down “Ready-to-Remove” state.
7. The Pod will then be removed from the Exit Area via crane or other method.
Information provided in Sections 10 – 12 is conceptual and purely to provide initial information for
potential applicants. The as-built loading, launch, and unloading interfaces are included in the separate
SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition II Test Track Specification document that will be provided to competing
teams following their submission of the Intent to Compete materials.
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